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We prove that a Noetherian Hopf algebra of finite global dimension possesses
further attractive homological properties, at least when it satisfies a polynomial
identity. This applies in particular to quantized enveloping algebras and to quan-
tized function algebras at a root of unity, as well as to classical enveloping algebras
in positive characteristic. In all three cases we show that these algebras are
Auslander-regular and Macaulay. We derive representation theoretic conse-
quences concerning the coincidence of the non-Azumaya and singular loci for each
of the above three classes of algebras. Q 1997 Academic Press
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w xwhose most notable achievement is 45 . The underlying idea of all this
work is that a Noetherian ring all of whose irreducible modules exhibit
similar homological behaviour is ``smooth'' in some sense. Here this point
of view is tested for Noetherian Hopf algebras. Our starting point is the
w xobservation of Lorenz and Lorenz 34, Sect. 2.4 that the global dimension
of any Hopf algebra is just the projective dimension of its trivial module.
 .The main result we deduce along this line in Section 1 Corollary 1.8 has
as a special case:
THEOREM A. Let H be a Hopf algebra of finite global dimension which is
a finite module o¨er its affine center. Then H is Auslander-regular and
Macaulay, and is thus a finite direct sum of prime rings.
 .The terminology used in Theorem A is recalled in 1.8 . In Section 2 we
apply the foregoing ideas to quantized enveloping algebras and to quan-
tized function algebras. References for the definitions of these algebras
 .  .are given in 2.1 and 2.4 . We consider here both the case of a generic
 . w xparameter q, yielding the algebras U g and O G , and the case where qq q
w xspecializes to a primitive lth root of unity e , giving algebras U g ande
w xO G . Here, g is a finite dimensional complex semisimple Lie algebra, ande
G is the connected, simply connected, semisimple Lie group with Lie
algebra g. As usual, we require l to be odd, and prime to 3 if g involves a
factor of type G . We show, in Propositions 2.2 and 2.7 and Theorems 2.32
and 2.8:
 .  .  . w x w xTHEOREM B. i The algebras U g , U g , O G , and O G areq e q e
Noetherian domains of finite global dimension.
 .  . w xii The algebras U g and O G are Auslander-regular and Macaulaye e
with Krull and global dimensions equal to dim g.
 .We also deduce a conclusion identical to that of Theorem B ii for the
 .enveloping algebra U t of any finite dimensional Lie algebra t over a
 .field of positive characteristic Corollary 1.10 .
Our second major theme is representation theoretic. We are interested
in identifying, for an algebra L which is a finite module over its affine
center Z, the irreducible modules of maximum dimension. When the base
field is algebraically closed, the contractions of the annihilators of these
modules to Z constitute the Azumaya locus, A say, a Zariski dense subset
of max Z. In favourable circumstances, specifically when L is Auslander-
 .regular and Macaulay and when codim max Z R A G 2, the set A coincides
with the open set of non-singular points of max Z. In a graded setting this is
w xa result of Le Bruyn 30, Proposition 5 . For the convenience of the reader
we provide a self-contained, ``un-graded'' proof in Section 3, the result in
question being Theorem 3.8.
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In Section 4 we show that the results of Sections 2 and 3 can be
combined to yield representation theoretic information for each of the
 . w x  .classes of algebras U g , O G , and U t . Our results in this section cane e
 . w xbe summarised as follows, where U g and O G are as described above,e e
 .  .with the base field k algebraically closed, equal to C in cases i and ii ,
 .and of characteristic p ) 0 in iii .
THEOREM C. The locus of non-Azumaya points of the center coincides
with the singular locus of the center for each of the following algebras:
 .  .i U g ;e
 . w xii O G ;e
 .  .iii The en¨eloping algebra U g of the Lie algebra g of a connected,
simply connected, semisimple algebraic group G o¨er k, pro¨ided that
 .   ..a p is a good prime for G see 4.6 , and
 .  .b G has no component of type A with r ' y1 mod p .r
These results are obtained as Theorems 4.3, 4.5, and 4.10. The first
w  .xverifies a conjecture of De Concini and Kac 10, Conjecture 5.2 c , and
w xthe third partially answers a question of Premet 41, Sect. 4.4, Question 2 .
1. HOPF ALGEBRAS AND HOMOLOGY
We begin by developing some homological information about modules
over a Hopf algebra H, leading to sufficient conditions for H to be
Auslander-regular and Macaulay. The main result of the section is that
 .these conclusions hold when H is fully bounded Noetherian FBN with
finite global dimension and all irreducible H-modules are finite dimen-
sional over the base field. Note that the FBN and irreducible module
conditions will hold in case H is a finite module over its center and the
center is an affine algebra over the base field. An analogous
Auslander]Gorenstein result is obtained for the case that H has finite
.injective dimension rather than finite global dimension. With the help of
known results, this theorem immediately applies to the enveloping algebra
of any finite dimensional Lie algebra in positive characteristic. The back-
ground needed to apply the theorem to quantized enveloping algebras and
quantized function algebras at roots of unity is developed in the following
section.
1.0. Throughout the section, H will denote a Hopf algebra over a base
field k, and H-modules will be left modules unless otherwise specified. All
tensor products will be over k. Recall the standard actions by which tensor
products and Hom-groups of H-modules A and B become H-modules
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 w x.e.g., 27, p. 58 ,
h. a m b s h .a m h .b , h. f a s h . f S h .a .  .  .  . . 1. 2. 1. 2.
 .  .h h
 .for h g H, a g A, b g B, f g Hom A, B . In case the H-action on B isk
trivial, the second formula simplifies. In particular,
h. f a s e h f S h .a .  .  .  . . 1. 2.
 .h
s f S e h h .a s f S h .a . . . .  /1. 2.
 .h
 .for h g H, a g A, f g A*. It is a standard fact that for any left H-mod-
 .ules V and W, the natural map u : V m W * ª Hom W, V , given byk
 . .  .  w x.u ¨ m f w s f w ¨ , is an H-module map e.g., 27, Proposition III.5.2 .
LEMMA 1.1. Let A, B, C be H-modules. Then the natural adjoint isomor-
  ..  .phism f : Hom A, Hom B, C ª Hom A m B, C restricts to an iso-k k k
morphism
(
Hom A , Hom B , C ª Hom A m B , C . .  . .H k H
  ..Proof. Recall that f sends any f g Hom A, Hom B, C to the mapk k
 .  .  .  . .f s f f g Hom A m B, C such that f a m b s f a b for a g A,k
b g B. One checks that f is H-linear if and only if f is}see the proof of
w x40, Lemma 4 .
1.2. If H has a bijective antipode, one can also prove Lemma 1.1 by
 .showing that f is H-linear and using the fact that Hom X, Y equals theH
 .  w x.subspace of H-invariants of Hom X, Y cf. 13, 3.1 .k
An immediate consequence of Lemma 1.1 is that A m B is a projective
H-module for any H-modules A and B such that A is projective just use
 .  . .that Hom A, y and Hom B, y are exact functors . Similarly,H k
 .Hom B, C is an injective H-module for any H-modules B and C suchk
that C is injective. Both of these facts are derived in the presence of an
. w  .  .xadditional but unused assumption in 40, Lemma 5 b , d .
The referee has pointed out that the following proposition can also be
obtained from Lemma 1.1 via the Grothendieck spectral sequence for
composite functors.
i  . i   ..PROPOSITION 1.3. Ext W m V, X ( Ext W, Hom V, X for all iH H k
and all H-modules V, W, X.
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Proof. Let ??? ª P ª ??? ª P ª P ª W ª 0 be an H-projectivei 1 0
resolution for W. Then
??? ª P m V ª ??? ª P m V ª P m V ª W m V ª 0i 1 0
is an H-projective resolution for W m V. From Lemma 1.1, we get a
commutative diagram of complexes as follows:
  ..Hom P , Hom V, X ª ??? ªHom P , Hom V, X ª ??? . .H 0 k H i k
6 6
( (
 .  .Hom P m V, X ª ??? ª Hom P m V, X ª ???H 0 H i
v   ..The homology of the top row is Ext W, Hom V, X , while the homol-H k
v  .ogy of the bottom is Ext W m V, X .H
1.4. For an H-module V we denote the projective and injective dimen-
 .  .  .sions of V by p.dim V and i.dim V , and we write gl.dim H for theH H
left global dimension of H. Note that it is a routine exercise to show that
the left and right global dimensions of a Hopf algebra H are equal if its
antipode S is bijective, and the same equality holds for any Noetherian
w x  . wring 42, Corollary 9.23 . Part c of the next corollary is noted in 34, Sect.
x  . w x2.4 and under an extra hypothesis in 40, Corollary 4 . Here k denotesH
k equipped with the trivial H-action. The referee has pointed out that in
 . wthe case when H has a bijective antipode, part c can be derived from 7,
xTheorem X.6.2 , which then also shows that the global dimension of H
coincides with its Hochschild dimension.
 .  .  .COROLLARY. a p.dim W m V F p.dim W for all H-modulesH H
V, W.
 .   ..  .b i.dim Hom V, X F i.dim X for all H-modules V, X.H k H
 .  .  .c l.gl.dim H s p.dim k .H
 .  .Proof. Parts a and b are immediate from the proposition. Taking
 .  .  .W s k in a , we obtain p.dim V F p.dim k for all H-modules V; partH H
 .c follows.
w xCOROLLARY 1.5 13, 3.1 . If k is projecti¨ e within the category of finiteH
dimensional H-modules, then all finite dimensional H-modules are semisim-
ple.
Proof. For all finite dimensional H-modules V and X, we have
1   .. 1  .Ext k, Hom V, X s 0 by the hypothesis on k. Therefore Ext V, XH k H
s 0 by Proposition 1.3.
While the menagerie of noncommutative Noetherian algebras of finite
global dimension includes many exotic beasts, a persistent theme in work
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 w x.over the past fifteen years e.g., 4, 45, 50 has been that if homological
behaviour is ``homogeneous'' across all the irreducible modules for the
algebra then its structure is much more constrained, and indeed resembles
a regular commutative ring in important respects. That this heuristic
applies also to at least some Noetherian Hopf algebras is the theme of the
rest of Section 1. We begin with the proof of homogeneity.
 .PROPOSITION 1.6. Assume that p.dim k - `. If V is any nonzero finiteH
 .  .dimensional H-module, then p.dim V s p.dim k .H H
 .  .Proof. Let n s p.dim k , and suppose that p.dim V - n. The k-H H
 .  .dual V * of V is an H-module as in 1.0 , and Corollary 1.4 a shows that
 .p.dim V m V * - n.H
 4  4Fix a basis ¨ of V and the corresponding dual basis w of V *. Definei i
 . wthe ``coevaluation map'' d : k ª V m V * by d a s  a ¨ m w . By 27,i i i
 .xProposition III.5.3 b , d is an H-module homomorphism, and so we have
an exact sequence
d
0 ª k ª V m V * ª B ª 0
 .  .of finite dimensional H-modules. Since p.dim V m V * - n s p.dim k ,H H
 wstandard properties of projective dimension e.g., 26, Part III, Theorem
 .x.  .2 3 imply that p.dim B s n q 1. However, this contradicts CorollaryH
 .1.4 c , and the proposition is proved.
 .For an alternate proof in the case that H is left Noetherian, see 1.12
below.
1.7. The first consequence of Proposition 1.6 is well known. It follows,
for example, from the fact that every finite dimensional Hopf algebra is a
w xFrobenius algebra 28, Remark, p. 85; 37, Theorem 2.1.3 .
COROLLARY. A finite dimensional Hopf algebra of finite global dimension
is semisimple.
 .  .Proof. If H is such an algebra then p.dim V s p.dim H s 0 forH H
all finite dimensional H-modules V.
1.8. A Noetherian ring R of finite global dimension is Auslander-regu-
 .lar if, for every finitely generated right or left R-module M and every
j  . i  .submodule N of Ext M, R , one has Ext N, R s 0 for all non-negativeR R
w x  .integers i - j. As in 45 , a Macaulay ring R is one for which j M q
 .  .K.dim M s K.dim R for every nonzero finitely generated R-module M,
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where
jj M s min j G 0 Ext M , R / 0 , .  . 4R
 .and K.dim M denotes the Krull dimension of M.
COROLLARY. Let H be an FBN Hopf algebra of finite global dimension n,
all of whose irreducible modules are finite dimensional o¨er k. Then H is an
Auslander-regular, Macaulay ring of Krull dimension n. Furthermore, H is a
semiprime ring, and if H is PI, then H is a finite direct sum of prime rings.
w xProof. Proposition 1.6 shows that, in the language of 45, Sect. 5 , H is
w xsmooth. The homological conclusions thus follow from 50, Theorem 3.9 .
w  .  .xThe remaining conclusions follow from 45, Propositions 5.2 ii and 5.4 i .
1.9. It appears to be an open question whether some version of
Corollary 1.8 holds for arbitrary Noetherian Hopf algebras of finite global
dimension. For instance, are they Auslander-regular and semiprime? Are
they finite direct sums of prime rings? The example of enveloping algebras
 .U g in characteristic zero shows that one cannot expect Noetherian Hopf
algebras of finite global dimension to be Macaulay in general. Instead, one
could ask for the ``CM'' property, which is defined like the Macaulay
property but with Krull dimension replaced by Gelfand]Kirillov dimen-
sion. However, although this takes care of enveloping algebras it cannot
encompass the case of Noetherian group algebras, since for these the
Gelfand]Kirillov dimension is infinite in general. Probably the correct
 .approach is to think of the Macaulay condition as requiring that d M s
 .  .gl.dim R y j M has the properties of an exact partitive dimension func-
tion.
1.10. The enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra g of finite dimension n
w xhas global dimension n by 7, Theorem XIII.8.2 . When the ground field k
 .has positive characteristic, U g is a finite module over its affine center
w x22 and so is a PI ring with all irreducible modules finite dimensional over
k. Thus the previous corollary specialises to yield the following result,
which can also be obtained using filtered and graded techniques in the
w xstyle of 32 .
COROLLARY. Let g be a Lie algebra of finite dimension n o¨er a field of
 .positi¨ e characteristic. Then U g is Auslander-regular and Macaulay of Krull
and global dimension n.
In the remainder of the section, we develop an analog of Corollary 1.8
for the case when H has finite injective dimension rather than finite
global dimension, the aim being to replace the Auslander-regular conclu-
sion with the Auslander-Gorenstein condition.
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LEMMA 1.11. Gi¨ en n G 0, the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 . n  .a Ext k, H / 0.H
 . n  .b Ext V, H / 0 for some finite dimensional H-module V.H
 . n  .c Ext V, H / 0 for all nonzero finite dimensional H-modules V.H
Proof. Let V be a nonzero finite dimensional H-module. The natural
 .map H m V * ª Hom V, H is a left H-module map, and it is bijectivek
because V is finite dimensional. By the Fundamental Theorem of Hopf
Modules, H m V * is a free H-module of finite rank. If f , . . . , f is a1 r
.k-basis for V *, then 1 m f , . . . , 1 m f is an H-basis for H m V *. Thus,1 r
 . rHom V, H ( H for some positive integer r. By Proposition 1.3,k
n  . n  . r n  .Ext V, H ( Ext k, H , and therefore Ext V, H / 0 if and only ifH H H
n  .Ext k, H / 0.H
1.12. Here is an alternate proof of Proposition 1.6 in case H is left
 .  .Noetherian. Let n s p.dim k s l.gl.dim H . Since H is left Noetherian,H
n  . n  .Ext k, H / 0, and so Ext V, H / 0 by Lemma 1.11. ThereforeH H
 .p.dim V s n.H
 .1.13. Question: What is the H-module structure of Hom V, H fork
arbitrary V ? In view of the finite dimensional case see the proof of
.Lemma 1.11 , one might guess it to be a direct product of copies of H.
However, that is not correct in general. For example, assume that H is left
 . n  .Noetherian with l.gl.dim H s n - `. Then Ext k, H / 0. On the otherH
n   .. n  .hand, Ext k, Hom H, H ( Ext H, H s 0 by Proposition 1.3, andH k H
 .therefore H cannot be isomorphic to a direct summand of Hom H, H .H H k
1.14. Recall that a Noetherian ring R of finite injective dimension n is
 .Artin]Schelter Gorenstein if, for all irreducible right or left R modules M
i  .and all i G 0, the group Ext M, R is Artinian, and is 0 unless i s n. It isR
easy to prove that if H is a Hopf algebra with a bijective antipode then its
left and right injective dimensions coincide. It follows from Lemma 1.11
w xand 3, Theorems A, D that if H is an FBN Hopf algebra over an
uncountable base field, or if H is a Noetherian PI Hopf algebra, one can
 . i  .determine i.dim H by the vanishing of Ext k, H .H
THEOREM. Let H be an FBN Hopf algebra, all of whose irreducible
modules are finite dimensional o¨er k. If H has finite injecti¨ e dimension, then
H is Artin]Schelter Gorenstein. Moreo¨er, if H is PI with finite injecti¨ e
dimension, then H is an Auslander]Gorenstein, Macaulay ring of Krull
dimension n.
 . w xProof. Let n s i.dim H . By 21, Proposition 8 , there exists an irre-H
n  .ducible H-module V such that Ext V, H / 0. Since all irreducibleH
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H-modules are finite dimensional by hypothesis, Lemma 1.11 implies that
n  .Ext X, H / 0 for all irreducible H-modules X. Hence, H is injectivelyH
w xsmooth, and the results follow from 50, Theorem 2.7; 45, Theorem 3.10 .
1.15. It is natural to expect that H is Auslander]Gorenstein in Theo-
rem 1.14 without the additional PI hypothesis; but perhaps it is more
important to mention two other themes suggested by this result. First, it
seems plausible that e¨ery FBN Hopf algebra which is affine over its base
field k satisfies a PI. It is worth noting in this connection the recent result
w xof Amitsur and Small 1 that every FBN affine k-algebra satisfies a PI
.when k is algebraically closed. Second, it appears to be possible that,
under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.14, H always has finite injective
dimension. If true, this would be a notable generalisation of the dimension
 .zero case mentioned in 1.7 . We can even wonder whether this homologi-
cal finiteness might be a property of all Noetherian Hopf algebras.
2. GLOBAL DIMENSION OF QUANTIZED ENVELOPING
ALGEBRAS AND QUANTIZED FUNCTION ALGEBRAS
Our goal in this section is to apply Corollary 1.8 to quantized enveloping
 . w xalgebras U g and quantized function algebras O G when e is a root ofe e
  .unity. References for descriptions of these algebras are given in 2.1 and
 . .2.4 . That these algebras are Noetherian domains, finite over affine
central subalgebras, follows readily from known results; somewhat more
effort is required to prove finiteness of their global dimensions.
2.1. Let g be a finite dimensional semisimple complex Lie algebra, and
 .let U g denote the corresponding quantized enveloping algebra over aq
field k of characteristic zero, where q denotes an indeterminate. For our
 .purposes, it suffices that k contain Q q and appropriate roots of q. Here
 .the role of g is just to record the associated Cartan matrix C s a ,i j n=n
 . "1  .and U g is the k-algebra with generators E , F , K 1 F i F n andq i i i
w xrelations as listed in, e.g., 9, Sect. 9.1A; 13, Sect. 9.1; 24, Sect. 5.1.1 . We
 .shall also consider the algebra U g where e is a primitive lth root ofe
unity; we take l to be odd, and prime to 3 in case g involves a factor of
w y1 xtype G . This algebra is defined by constructing a Q q, q -form U of2 A
 .U g and then factoring U by the ideal generated by the lth cyclotomicq A
 . w x wpolynomial p q g Q q ; see, e.g., 10, Sect. 1.5; 13, Sects. 12.1, 19.1; 35,l
x  .  .Sect. 8.1 . Thus the basic form of U g is an algebra over Q e ; the scalarse
 .can of course be extended to any field k9 = Q e , for instance by forming
 .  .U m k9 where q acts as e on k9. Both U g and U g have Hopfy1A q eQw q, q x
 .algebra structures op. cit. . Note that these are the simply connected forms
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 .  .  :of U g and U g , inasmuch as the group K , . . . , K identifies withq e 1 n
the lattice of weights P of g. Variants for which some aspects of the
.theory are more complex can be defined for any lattice lying between P
and the root lattice Q.
 .  .PROPOSITION 2.2. The algebras U g and U g are Auslander-regularq e
Noetherian domains of finite global dimension.
w x w xProof. By 10, Proposition 1.7 or 13, Proposition 10.1 and Remark ,
 . 0. N .there is a sequence of algebras U g , U , . . . , U each of which is theq
associated graded ring of the previous algebra with respect to a Zq-filtra-
tion, and such that the last algebra U N . is an iterated skew polynomial
ring starting from a Laurent polynomial ring over k. Reducing to the
subalgebra U and specializing q to e yields a corresponding sequence ofA
 . w xalgebras starting with U g 10, Proposition 1.7; 13, Sect. 20.2 . Nowe
iterated skew polynomial rings of this form are Noetherian domains of
 w x.finite global dimension e.g., 36, Theorems 1.2.9 and 7.5.3 , and thus it
wfollows from standard filteredrgraded techniques 36, Proposition 1.6.6,
x  .  .Theorem 1.6.9, and Corollary 7.6.18 that U g and U g are Noetherianq e
domains of finite global dimension. Now Laurent polynomial rings
w "1 "1 x k z , . . . , z are Auslander-regular being commutative noetherian of1 t
.finite global dimension , and Auslander-regularity is preserved in skew
w xpolynomial extensions 16, Theorem 4.2 . Hence, we conclude from a final
w x  .  .filteredrgraded lifting via 2, Theorem 3.9 that U g and U g areq e
Auslander-regular.
 .THEOREM 2.3. The Hopf algebra U g is Macaulay with Krull and globale
dimensions equal to dim g.
 .Proof. It is known that U g is a finite module over an affine centrale
wsubring Z of Krull dimension n s dim g 13, Theorem 19.1; 9, Proposi-0
x  .tion 9.2.7 and following paragraph . Hence, U g is a PI algebra of Krulle
dimension n, with all irreducible modules finite dimensional over k9. Since
it is also Noetherian with finite global dimension by the previous proposi-
tion, Corollary 1.8 applies to give the stated conclusions.
w x2.4. We now turn to the quantized algebras of functions O G andq
w xO G . Here G is a label referring to the connected, simply connected,e
w xsemisimple Lie group with Lie algebra g. As in 24, Sect. 9.1.1 , we take
w x  .O G to be the sub-Hopf-algebra of the Hopf dual U g 8 spanned by theq q
 .coordinate functions of the standard highest weight modules V m . The
w xHopf algebra O G is obtained from an analogous sub-Hopf-algebra Oe A
w y1 x  .of the Hopf dual of the Q q, q -form U of U g on specializingA q
 . wmodulo the ideal generated by p q 12, Sects. 4.1 and 6.1; 35, Sects. 7.1l
x w x  . w xand 8.17 . In particular, O G embeds in U g 8 by 12, Lemma 6.1 . Wee e
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w x  .shall also need the form of O G defined over an algebraically closede
 . wfield k9 = Q e by extending scalars. Alternately, as in 14, Sects. 1.4 and
x w y1 x1.6 one can define a k9 q, q -form of O and factor modulo the idealA
w xgenerated by q y e to obtain O G .e
Æ " .2.5. Write U b for the simply connected versions of the Borelq
 .subalgebras of U g . That is, for example,q
qqÆU b s U n t a g P p , .  .  .q q a
w x  .in the notation of 24 , where P p denotes the lattice of weights given by
 q.  < :the Cartan data defining g and U n s k E a g p is the ``uppertri-q a
 . w xangular'' part of U g . For details, see 24, Sect. 3.2.10 . The algebrasq
 ".  .U b are defined in the same way, but using the root lattice Q p of g.q
 ".  .The embeddings of U b in U g yield Hopf algebra homomorphismsq q
of their duals. Let Cq and Cy denote the restrictions of these homomor-
w x w qx w yx qphisms to O G , and let O B and O B denote the images of Cq q q
y  q.  y. w xand C in the Hopf duals of U b and U b . By 24, Corollary 9.2.12q q
there are isomorphisms of Hopf algebras
y Æ y q Æ qw x w xO B ( U b and O B ( U b . .  .q q q q
w x y qMoreover, composing the comultiplication D on O G with C m C andq
finally with the above isomorphisms gives an algebra but not Hopf
.algebra homomorphism
Æ y Æ qw xC : O G ª U b m U b .  .q q q
w xwhich is injecti¨ e by 24, Lemma 9.2.13 .
let C denote the multiplicative set generated by
v i w xc 1 F i F l : O G 5v v qi i
w x in the notation of 24, Sect. 9.1.1 where these elements are assumed to be
w x. wnormalised in the manner discussed in 24, Sect. 9.1.10 . By 24, Lemma
 .x w x  .9.1.10 i , C is an Ore set in O G . Write t for t g U g , i s 1, . . . , l.q i v qi
 v i . y1Then C c s t m t for i s 1, . . . , l. Since these are invertible ele-v v i ii i
ments of the image, C extends to a homomorphism which we also denote
y1 Æ y Æ q. w x  .  .by C from O G C into U b m U b . Let A be the subalgebraq q q
Æ y Æ q .  .of U b m U b generated by the antidiagonal copy of the torus,q q
 y1 < :  < 4t m t 1 F i F l together with e m 1, 1 m f 1 F i F l . Thus A isi i i i
the skew group ring of a free abelian group of rank l over the coefficient
 y.  q. w xring U n m U n . By 24, Proposition 9.2.14 ,q q
w x y1C O G C s A. 1 . .q
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 .2.6. The set-up outlined in 2.5 can be obtained also at the level of
w y1 x  . wforms over Q q, q . In this setting the analogue of 1 is 12, Lemma 4.3
x w xand Theorem 4.6 . Then, as noted in 12, Remark after Proposition 6.4 ,
one can factor by the appropriate cyclotomic polynomial to get
w x y1C O G C s A , .e e
 y.  q. where A is the corresponding skew group ring over U n m U n . Ine e e
w xthis case one can even take C in the center of O G , by replacing thee
.generators of C by their lth powers.
w x w xPROPOSITION 2.7. The algebras O G and O G are Noetherian domainsq e
of finite global dimension.
wProof. The Noetherian and domain conclusions are given by 24, Lemma
 . x9.1.9 i and Proposition 9.2.2; 12, Theorems 7.2 and 7.4 . The algebras A
 .  .and A of 2.5 and 2.6 have finite global dimension for reasons similare
to those utilized in Proposition 2.2, as follows. Restricting the filtrations
 ".  ".mentioned to U n and U n , we find that each of the latter algebrasq e
begins a finite sequence in which each algebra is the associated graded
algebra of the previous one with respect to a Zq-filtration, and in which
the final algebra is an iterated skew polynomial ring starting from a
Laurent polynomial ring over a field. We immediately obtain similar
 y.  q.  y.  q.sequences for the algebras U n m U n and U n m U n , and itq q e e
follows as in Proposition 2.2 that these algebras have finite global dimen-
sion. Since A and A are skew group rings of free abelian groups overe
these coefficient rings, i.e., iterated skew-Laurent extensions, the claim
w xfollows 36, Theorem 7.5.3 .
 .  . w x y1In particular, thanks to the isomorphisms C of 2.5 and 2.6 , O G Cq
w x y1and O G C have finite global dimension. Write M for the triviale
w x w xmodule over either O G or O G . Now the counit g applied to anyq e
l  .element c of C yields in both cases 1, as is clear from the definitions.l, l
w x y1Thus O G C m M s M, and similarly for the case where q isq O wG xq
specialized to e . We thus have a finite projective resolution of M as
w x y1 w x y1O G C - or as O G C -module. However, these two localizations areq e
w x w xflat as O G - and as O G -modules, respectively, so we have found aq e
w x w xfinite flat resolution of M in each case. Since O G and O G areq e
Noetherian, it follows that M has finite projective dimension in each case
 w x.e.g., 36, Sect. 7.1.5 . The finiteness of the global dimension follows from
 .Corollary 1.4 c .
w x2.8. Note that O G is a projective module of finite rank over a copye
w x w xof O G in its center 12, Theorem 7.2 and Proposition 6.4 , so that
w x w x w xK.dim O G s GK.dim O G s K.dim O G s dim G . . . .  .e e
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w xIt follows also that O G is PI with all irreducible modules finite dimen-e
sional over k9. Hence, Corollary 1.8 when combined with Proposition 2.7
yields the
w xTHEOREM. The Hopf algebra O G is Auslander-regular and Macaulay ofe
global, Gelfand]Kirillo¨ , and Krull dimensions equal to the dimension of G.
3. THE AZUMAYA LOCUS
Suppose that L is a prime Noetherian ring finitely generated as a
module over its center Z, which is in turn an affine algebra over an
algebraically closed base field k. Problem: Which maximal ideals m of Z
 .arise as Z-annihilators from irreducible L-modules of maximal k-dimen-
sion? As we shall note, this is equivalent to an alternate problem: For
which m g max Z is L an Azumaya algebra over Z ? The latter formu-m m
lation is more convenient to work with, since it does not depend on the
base field, nor does it require the center to be affine. It turns out that
provided L is Auslander-regular and Macaulay, and provided the non-
Azumaya locus in max Z has codimension at least 2, this locus coincides
with the locus of singular points in max Z. This result was proved for
wgraded algebras using sheaf-theoretic methods by Le Bruyn 30, Proposi-
xtion 5 . For the reader's convenience, we state and prove the result
 .Theorem 3.8 in a purely ring-theoretic setting and shorn of the ``graded''
hypothesis.
To begin, we assemble some standard facts which show that the two
problems mentioned above are in fact equivalent. Recall that a ring R
with center C is called an Azumaya algebra o¨er C provided R is
op  w xprojective as a module over R m R cf. 43, Theorem 5.3.24 for severalC
.equivalent conditions . In particular, R is Azumaya over C if and only
if R is a finitely generated projective C-module and the natural map
op  .R m R ª End R is an isomorphism.CC
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let L be a prime Noetherian ring which is module-finite
o¨er its center Z, and assume that Z is an affine algebra o¨er an algebraically
closed field k.
 .a The maximum k-dimension of irreducible L-modules equals the
PI-degree of L.
 .  .b Let S be an irreducible L-module, P s ann S , and m s P l Z.L
 .  .Then dim S s PI-deg L if and only if L is Azumaya o¨er Z .k m m
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Proof. Note that if P is any primitive ideal of L, then LrP is a finite
dimensional simple algebra over the field Zrm, where m s P l Z. How-
 .ever, Zrm s k by our hypotheses, and so LrP ( M k where n is then
 .dimension of the unique irreducible LrP -module.
 .a Let d be the maximum dimension of the irreducible L-modules.
Since L is module-finite over Z, which is commutative affine and there-
 w x.fore Jacobson, L is Jacobson e.g., 36, Theorem 9.4.21 . Thus, by prime-
 .  .ness, J L s 0. For any primitive ideal P of L, we have LrP ( M k forn
 .some n F d by the remarks above, whence PI-deg LrP F d. There-
 .fore PI-deg L F d. On the other hand, L has at least one irreducible
 .  .  .module S of dimension d, and Lrann S ( M k . Thus PI-deg L GL d
  ..  w x.PI-deg Lrann S s d e.g., 36, Lemma 13.7.2 .L
 .  .  .b Set d s PI-deg L s PI-deg L .m
wIf L is Azumaya over Z , then by 36, Proposition 13.7.11 andm m
xTheorem 13.7.14 , L rmL is simple with PI-degree d. However,m m
 .L rmL ( LrmL, and so LrmL ( M k . Thus S, which is an irre-m m d
 .ducible LrmL -module, must have dimension d.
 .  .  .Conversely, if dim S s d, then LrP ( M k and PI-deg LrP s d.k d
w xHence, P is a ``regular'' prime in the sense of PI-theory 36, 13.7.3 , and
x36, Proposition 13.7.5 implies that all primes of L are regular. Thereforem
w xby the Artin]Procesi Theorem 36, Theorem 13.7.14 , L is Azumaya overm
its center. However, since L is prime, the center of L is just Z .m m
3.2. Let L be a prime Noetherian ring which is module-finite over its
w xcenter Z. Recall from 15, Theorem 1 that Z is necessarily noetherian.
Define
A [ m g max Z L is Azumaya over Z 4L m m
S [ m g max Z Z is not regular . 4L m
The set A is called the Azumaya locus of L, and S the singular locus ofL L
 .L or of Z .
LEMMA 3.3. Let L be a prime Noetherian ring, module-finite o¨er its
center Z, and suppose that gl.dim L - `. Then A : max Z R S .L L
Proof. Let m g max Z with L Azumaya over Z . Thus mL is them m m
 . w xunique maximal ideal of L 36, Proposition 13.7.9 , and L is a finitem m
free Z -module. A finite projective L -resolution of L rmL thusm m m m
affords a finite free Z -resolution of L rmL . Since Z rmZ is a directm m m m m
summand of L rmL , it follows that Z rmZ has finite projectivem m m m
dimension and Z has finite global dimension. Thus m f S .m L
 .EXAMPLES 3.4. i Let k a field of characteristic p ) 0, and L s
w xw  .x  . w p x py1 .k x y; x drdx . Then Z s Z L s k x , z where z s  y y i . Inis0
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this case, Z is regular, so S s B. However, it is clear that A / max Z,L L
 p :since, e.g., x , z f A . Note that here L is Auslander-regular of dimen-L
 < p 4sion 2. In fact, it can be shown that A s m g max Z x f m , so thatL
 .codim max Z R A s 1. Another way of saying this is that Z contains aL
 p: p pheight 1 prime x such that L is not Azumaya over Z . x :  x :
 .   ..ii Let L s U sl k where k is a field of characteristic 2. If2
 .  . w 2 2 xe, f , h is the standard basis for sl k , then Z s Z L s k e , f , h and2
L is a free Z-module of rank 4. It follows that irreducible L-modules have
dimension at most 2; in fact, the 2-dimensional irreducible L-modules are
exactly those which are not annihilated by h. It follows that A s m gL
< 4  .max Z h f m , so that as in the previous example, codim max Z R A sL
1. Also as before, A / max Z R S , since Z is regular and so S s B.L L L
Examples 3.4 show that the reverse inclusion to that in Lemma 3.3 is
false, even for Auslander-regular domains of dimension 2. We aim to show
that the condition needed to ensure equality in Lemma 3.3 in the presence
of Auslander-regularity is precisely that max Z R A should be smallerL
than codimension 1.
3.5. Let L be a prime Noetherian ring, module-finite over its center Z.
It will be convenient to say that L is height 1 Azumaya if L is Azumayap
w xover Z for all height 1 primes p of Z. In the language of 29, 31 , L isp
reflexi¨ e Azumaya if it is height 1 Azumaya and Z is integrally closed. The
relation of the height 1 Azumaya condition to the full Azumaya property is
w xgiven in the following lemma, which is mentioned in 29, p. 251; 31, p. 66 .
Since no proof is given in either reference, we provide one for the reader's
convenience.
LEMMA 3.6. Let L be a prime Noetherian ring, finitely generated and
projecti¨ e o¨er its center Z. If L is height 1 Azumaya o¨er Z, then it is
Azumaya o¨er Z.
Proof. It suffices to show that L is Azumaya over Z for all m gm m
max Z; hence, there is no loss of generality in assuming that Z is local.
op  .Now L is free over Z, say of rank r. Then L m L and E [ End LZZ
are both free over Z of the same rank, namely r 2.
Let f : L m Lop ª E be the natural map. For any height 1 prime p ofZ
Z, we have a commutative diagram as follows:
fop 6L m L EZ
6 6
lp
fpop  .L m L 6 End Lp p Z pZ pp
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Here l is injective because L m Lop is torsionfree over Z, and f is anp Z p
isomorphism by hypothesis. Consequently, f is injective. Now im f is free
over Z of rank r 2, and so there is a Z-monomorphism g : E ª E with
im g s im f. For any height 1 prime p of Z, we have im g s im f s E ;p p p
thus g is an isomorphism, and so det g is invertible in Z . Hence, det g isp p
not contained in any height 1 prime. It follows that det g, and thus g, is
invertible, that is, im f s im g s E. Therefore f is an isomorphism and L
is Azumaya.
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let L be an Auslander]Gorenstein, Macaulay, prime
Noetherian ring, module-finite o¨er its center Z. If L is height 1 Azumaya
o¨er Z, then A = max Z R S .L L
Proof. It follows from the Auslander]Gorenstein and Macaulay hy-
w x wpotheses that L is injectively homogeneous in the sense of 4 }see 45,
x w xRemark 3.11 or 52, Lemma 3.1 . Let m g max Z with Z of finite globalm
w xdimension. By 4, Theorem 3.4 , L is a Cohen]Macaulay Z-module, and so
L is a Cohen]Macaulay Z -module. However, a Cohen]Macaulay mod-m m
ule over a regular local ring is free e.g., by the Auslander]Buchsbaum
w x.depth theorem 6, Theorem 1.3.3 . Thus, by Lemma 3.6, L is Azumayam
over Z , as required.m
Lemma 3.3 and Proposition 3.7 combine to give
THEOREM 3.8. Let L be a prime Noetherian ring, module-finite o¨er its
center Z. If L is Auslander-regular and Macaulay, and if L is Azumaya o¨erp
Z for all height 1 primes p of Z that is, max Z R A has codimension atp L
.least 2 in max Z , then A s max Z R S .L L
We remark on the side that the height 1 Azumaya hypothesis in
Theorem 3.8 can be finessed in the presence of sufficient symmetry:
COROLLARY 3.9. Let L be an Auslander-regular, Macaulay, prime
Noetherian ring, module-finite o¨er its center Z. If no height 1 prime of Z has
a finite orbit under the restriction of Aut L to Z, then A s max Z R S .L L
w xProof. In view of 36, Proposition 13.7.4 , there is a nonzero element
w y1 xc g Z such that all primes of L c are regular. By the Artin]Procesi
w y1 xTheorem, L c is Azumaya, and so L is Azumaya for all primes p of Zp
not containing c. Hence, there are at most finitely many height 1 primes p
of Z for which L is not Azumaya. Since the set of such p is invariantp
 . <under Aut L , it must be empty by virtue of our hypotheses. ThereforeZ
L is Azumaya for all height 1 primes p of Z, and Theorem 3.8 applies.p
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4. APPLICATIONS TO REPRESENTATION THEORY
4.1. Our aim in this section is to apply Theorem 3.8 to quantized
enveloping algebras and to quantized function algebras at roots of unity,
and to the enveloping algebras of semisimple Lie algebras in positive
characteristic. In each of these three cases all but one of the hypotheses of
the theorem have been shown to hold in earlier sections; the exception,
which we need to consider here, is the codimension of the non-Azumaya
locus. That is, we have to show that each algebra in these classes is
Azumaya in codimension 1. We work over C in the first two cases.
4.2. We first consider the case of the quantized enveloping algebras
 . w xU s U g over C. We begin by listing, using 13 as basic reference, thee e
properties of U which we need. First, U is a finite module over its affinee e
center Z , and is thus a Noetherian PI algebra whose PI degree is l Ne
 . w  .where N is the number of positive roots of g 13, Theorems 19.1 ii and
 . .x  .20.1 5 6 . The noncommutativity of U g induces a natural structure ofq
w xPoisson algebra on Z 13, Sect. 11.7 . There is a Poisson subalgebra Z ofe 0
 . nZ with the following properties: I Z is a free Z -module of rank le e 0
 . 2 Nqn wwhere n s rank g , and U is a free Z -module of rank l 13,e 0
 .  .x  .Proposition 20.2 ii and Theorem 19.1 ii . II Z is a Hopf subalgebra of0
wU and is thus the coordinate ring of a Poisson group H 13, Theoreme
 .x 19.1 iii . Here, H is the dual of G in the algebraic Manin triple G =
. w  .xG, H, G of 13, Sect. 11.4, Example 2 . Briefly,
y1 y q " "H s t x , tx t g T , x g N . 4
is the kernel of the homomorphism from By= Bq to T induced by
projection of each factor to T , followed by multiplication. Here T is a
" " .maximal torus of G and B s N T are Borel subgroups.
The Poisson structure on Z induces a decomposition of H s Max Z0 0
was a disjoint union of symplectic leaves, as explained, for example, in 13,
xSect. 11 . We view U as a sheaf of finite dimensional algebras over Z :e 0
Thus, for m g max Z , the corresponding algebra is U rmU . Observe that0 e e
2 Nqn  .the dimension over C of these algebras is constant, equal to l , by I
w xabove. By 13, Corollary 11.8 if m and m belong to the same symplectic1 2
leaf of H, the algebras U rm U and U rm U are isomorphic. Thee 1 e e 2 e
w xsymplectic leaves of H have been analysed in 13, Sect. 16 : There is an
Ä .infinite dimensional group G of analytic automorphisms of H whose
w xorbits coincide with the leaves 13, Proposition 16.1 . Crucially, the action
Äof G on H can be analysed by virtue of the following remarkable result.
Let G0 s NyTNq denote the big cell in G, and define
y10 y1 y q y 2 qs : H ª G : t x , tx ¬ x t x , .  .
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0 n w xan unramified cover of G of degree 2 13, Proposition 14.1 . De Concini,
w x 0Kac, and Procesi show 11, Sects. 5.4, 5.5 that the vector fields on G
defined by the Chevalley generators of g correspond, when lifted via s to
Ä H, to derivations whose exponentials generate the group G. This explains
Ä .the terminology ``quantum coadjoint action'' for the action of G on H.
w x y1 0.From this it follows 13, Theorem 16.2 that each of the sets s C l G ,
Äwhere C is a conjugacy class of a non-central element in G, is a G-orbit in
H.
Denote by H the union of the symplectic leaves of H of maximalreg
dimension, and, correspondingly, let G denote the set of regular ele-reg
ments of G, that is, the union of the conjugacy classes of maximal
 . w  .xdimension namely 2 N . By 13, Theorem 16.3 a ,
H s sy1 G l G . 2 . .reg 0 reg
Let x : max Z ª H be the morphism induced by the inclusion of Z ine 0
 .  .Z , and recall from 3.2 that we write A for the open subsete Ue
m g max Z U is Azumaya over Z 5e e em m
 . w xof Max Z . In view of Proposition 3.1 b , 13, Theorem 24.1 shows thate
A = xy1 H . 3 . .U rege
 .  .Combining 2 and 3 and taking complements, we obtain
y1H R A : s ( x G R G l G . 4 .  . . .U 0 0 rege
w xNow by 46, Theorem 1.3 the closed set G R G has codimension 3 in G.reg
 .Since s and x are finite morphisms it follows from 4 that
codim H R A G 3. 5 . .H Ue
 .  .  .As explained in 4.1 , the inequality 5 is more than enough to permit
us to apply Theorem 3.8, since the other hypotheses of that result have
 .been confirmed to hold for U g in Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.3. Thee
w  .xresult we deduce proves 10, Conjecture 5.2 c . Further, since we are
 .dealing with the C y form of U g , the singular locus of Z coincides withe e
 .the set of maximal ideals over which irreducible U g -modules havee
 .non-maximal dimension cf. Proposition 3.1 .
 .  .THEOREM 4.3. Let U g be as stated in 2.1 , with base field k s C.e
Then the singular locus of its center Z is equal to the non-Azumaya locus.e
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w x4.4. We next turn to the quantized function algebra O G over C. Ase
usual we assume that l is odd and that it is prime to 3 if there are
w xG -components in g. Moreover, in order to apply 14 below, we must also2
assume that l is coprime to each a , where n a a is the expression forj is1 i i
the highest root of g as a linear combination of simple roots. There is a
w x central sub-Hopf-algebra F of O G which is isomorphic as a Hopf0 e
. w x w x w xalgebra to O G 12, Proposition 6.4 , such that O G is a finitelye
dim G w xgenerated projective F -module of rank l 12, Theorem 7.2 . Since the0
 . w x w xQ e -form of O G is a factor of an integral form of O G by a principale q
ideal, the multiplication in this integral form induces a Poisson structure in
 . w xthe Q e -form of F 12, Theorem 8.5 ; extending scalars, we obtain a0
Poisson structure in the C-form of F . This Poisson structure is the same0
w x w x .as that discussed in 20, Appendix A , as noted in 12, Introduction . The
w xmaximal torus T of G acts on O G by right and left translations, and
w xthese actions extend to actions of T by winding automorphisms on O Ge
w x12, Proposition 9.3 .
The symplectic leaves of the Poisson Lie group G have been analysed by
w xHodges and Levasseur 20, Appendix A . The leaves are permuted by an
action of the torus T , and the T-orbits which coincide, in fact, with those
.given by the winding automorphisms are indexed by W = W where W is
 .the Weyl group of G. Let w , w be an element of W = W, and let1 2
 w x.X denote the union of the corresponding orbit cf. 12, Sect. 9.3 .w , w .1 2
The symplectic leaves contained in X are all isomorphic, and havew , w .1 2
dimension
m w , w s l w q l w q s w wy1 ; 6 .  .  .  . .1 2 1 2 1 2
 .here l w denotes the length of w g W, that is, the minimum length of an
 .expression for w as a product of simple reflections, and s w is the rank of
wthe linear map w y I on the Cartan subalgebra of g. By 24, Lemma
x  .A.1.18 , s w equals the minimum length of an expression for w as a
 .product of arbitrary reflections in W. Hence, m w , w is even for all1 2
 .  w x.   .w , w g W = W cf. 23, 8.11, Remark , and as follows from 8 below1 2
w x.and 12, Corollary 7.3
m w , w F 2 N. 7 .  .1 2
 .This upper bound is attained, for example but not only , when w s w s1 2
w , the longest element of W.0
Let g g G with g g X . Let m be the corresponding maximalw , w . g1 2w x w xideal of O G s F , and let V be an irreducible O G -module with0 e
w x  wm V s 0. By 14, Proposition 4.10 cf. 14, Introduction; 12, Corollary 10.5g
x.and Proposition 10.6 ,
dim V s l 1r2.mw1 , w 2 . . 8 .k
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w x w x NRecall that by 12, Corollary 7.3 , O G has PI-degree l . Therefore ite
 .  .follows from 7 , 8 , and Proposition 3.1 that an element g g G belongs to
w xa symplectic leaf of maximal dimension 2 N if and only if O G ise
Azumaya over its center Z at every maximal ideal m of Z containingÃe g e
w xm . That is, the non-Azumaya locus A9 of O G is given byg e
y1A9 s st X , 9 .  .D w , w .1 2 / .w , w gW=W1 2
 .m w , w F2 Ny21 2
where s : spec F ª G is the natural isomorphism and t : spec Z ª0 e
spec F is the finite morphism induced by inclusion. Since dim X F0 w , w .1 2
 .rank T q m w , w , we conclude that1 2
dim A9 F n q 2 N y 2 s dim Z y 2.e
This inequality is the missing ingredient needed to apply Theorem 3.8 to
w xO G , the other hypotheses being confirmed by Proposition 2.7 ande
 .Theorem 2.8. We can thus state incorporating Proposition 3.1
w x  .THEOREM 4.5. Let O G be as stated in 2.4 , o¨er the base field k9 s C.e
Then the singular locus of its center Z is equal to the non-Azumaya locus.e
  .See 9 for a geometric description of this locus in terms of the symplectic
. w xlea¨es of G. In particular, the irreducible O G -modules of maximal dimen-e
sion are precisely those whose central characters are non-singular points of
spec Z .e
4.6. We now consider enveloping algebras of finite dimensional Lie
 .algebras in positive characteristic. In view of 1.10 , such enveloping
algebras satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.3, yielding
wthe proposition below. This verifies a conjecture of Panyukov 39, Hypoth-
xesis, p. 48 , which he proves for the Lie algebra of strictly triangular n = n
w xmatrices by explicit calculation 39, Proposition 3 .
PROPOSITION. Let g be a finite dimensional Lie algebra o¨er an alge-
  ..braically closed field k of positi¨ e characteristic, and let Z s Z U g . Then
the locus of points m g max Z that occur as Z-annihilators of irreducible
 .U g -modules of maximal dimension consists of regular points.
 .  .4.7. In 4.7 ] 4.11 , g will be the Lie algebra of a connected, simply
connected, semisimple algebraic group G over an algebraically closed field
k of characteristic p ) 0. Here, p is assumed to be a good prime for G;
the precise restrictions which this places on p are listed for the simple
. w xcomponents of G in 17, Sect. 3; 44, Sect. I.4.3 , for example. Note that if
p ) 5 then p is good for all G.
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Our aim is to consider the question when the hypotheses of Theorem 3.8
 .are satisfied by the enveloping algebra U s U g of g. It is well known
that U is a Noetherian domain. As seen in Corollary 1.10, U is Auslander
regular and Macaulay, of Krull and global dimension equal to dim g. Since
G is the direct product of its simple normal subgroups G , . . . , G , its Lie1 n
algebra g is the direct sum of the corresponding Lie algebras g , . . . , g ,1 n
 .  .so that U ( U g m ??? m U g . It is a routine matter to confirm that1 k k n
the conclusion of Theorem 3.8 holds for U if and only if it holds for each
 .U g , i s 1, . . . , n. We therefore may assume that G is a simple algebraici
group.
 .  p w p x < :Set Z s Z U and O s k x y x x g g . Then O is a subalgebra of
 .Z isomorphic to the symmetric algebra S g , and U is a free O-module of
dim g  w x.rank p by the PBW Theorem cf. 17, Sect. 1 . Note that these facts
imply that Z is an affine k-algebra and U is a finitely generated Z-module.
1  .Set N s dim g y rank g ; we claim that2
PI-degree U s p N . 10 .  .
 .There are two ways to see this. For one, the quotient field Fract Z has
rank g  . w xdimension p over the quotient field Fract O 25, Lemma 4.2 . On the
other hand, since U is a free O-module of rank pdim g , the quotient
 . dim g  .division ring Fract U must have dimension p over Fract O . Hence,
 . 2 N  .  .Fract U has dimension p over Fract Z . Since Fract Z equals the
 .  w x.  .center of Fract U e.g., 36, Theorem 13.6.5 , 10 follows. Alternately,
irreducible U-modules corresponding to any character x of O have
N w xdimension at most p 17, Proposition 1.5 , and this dimension is achieved
w x  .for ``regular semisimple'' characters 17, Corollary 3.6 . Thus, 10 follows
 .by Proposition 3.1 a .
 . w xWe recall some standard ideas from 17, Sect. 1; 41, Sect. 3.4 . Let V
be an irreducible U-module, so that O operates by scalars on V; thus,
V V  .there is a character x : O ª k such that z¨ s x z ¨ for z g O and
¨ g V. For x g g and ¨ g V we may write
x p y x w p x ¨ s x x ¨ , .  .V
where x : g ª k is the composition of x V with the map x ¬ x p y x w p x.V
Since the pth power map is bijective on k, we can define l : g ª k by theV
rule
1rp1rp V p w p xl x s x x s x x y x . .  .  .V V
 w x.It is easy to check that l g g* see, e.g., 41, Sect. 3.4 ; l is called theV V
p-character of V. Conversely, each element l g g* arises from a character
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of O just as above. Namely, since the map x ¬ x p y x w p x is injective, and
since O is a symmetric algebra, l induces a character x on O such that
 p w p x.  . px x y x s l x for x g g.
Let l g g* and x the corresponding character of O, as above. Set
m s ker x , a maximal ideal of O. Since Urm U is a finite dimensionall l
 dim g .  .k-algebra of dimension p , there are up to isomorphism only finitely
many irreducible U-modules with p-character l. The group G acts on g*
by the coadjoint action, and if l, l9 are p-characters in the same G-orbit
 .then Urm U ( Urm U. In the light of 10 and Proposition 3.1, we mustl l9
address the question: For which p-characters l do all the irreducible
U-modules corresponding to l have dimension p N ?
 .Recall that an element x of g* or of g is called regular if the
 .centralizer C x has dimension equal to rank G under the coadjointG
 .  w x.  . resp., the adjoint action e.g., 51, Definition 4.2 . Here C x s g gG
<  . 4G Ad g x s x . It is known that rank G is the minimum possible dimen-
 w x.sion for such centralizers cf. 51, Lemma 4.1 .
 . PROPOSITION 4.8. Retain the notation and hypotheses of 4.7 with G
.simple as an algebraic group . Assume that p does not di¨ ide r q 1 in case G
is of type A .r
 . w xi 51, Theorem 4.12 The regular elements of g form an open subset
of g with complement of codimension 3.
 .ii The locus of non-Azumaya points of Z has codimension at least 3
in Z.
w x w xProof. By 44, Lemma I.5.3 or 47, Sect. 3.6, Proposition 1 , g admits a
non-degenerate G-invariant trace form.
 .ii The existence of the trace form provides a G-equivariant isomor-
 .phism of g with g*, so that i holds with g* in place of g. By Premet's
w xtheorem 41, Corollary 3.11 , if V is an irreducible U-module whose
p-character l is regular, then
N <p dim V . 11 .
 .  .In view of 10 and Proposition 3.1, 11 can be improved to read dim V s
p N. That is, every point of max Z lying over m is in the Azumaya locus ofl
U.
 .  .As mentioned in 4.7 , there is a natural isomorphism of O with S g ,
which we identify with the coordinate ring of the affine variety g*.
Veldkamp's theorem thus says that the set
<X [ m l g g*; l regular 4l
is an open subset of spec O with complement of codimension 3. Since Z is
module-finite over O, the restriction map r : spec Z ª spec O has finite
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y1 .fibres; therefore r X is an open subset of spec Z with complement of
y1 .codimension 3. By the previous paragraph, r X is contained in the
 .Azumaya locus of U, and ii follows.
 .4.9. Proposition 4.8 ii can fail in case G is of type A with p dividingr
 .  .r q 1, as we saw in Example 3.4 ii . Namely, if g s sl k where k is a2
 .field of characteristic 2, then the non-Azumaya locus of U g has codi-
mension 1.
 .4.10. The observations in 4.7 can now be combined with Proposition
4.8 to enable us to state the following consequence of Theorem 3.8 and
wProposition 3.1, partially answering a question of Premet 41, Sect. 4.4,
xQuestion 2 .
THEOREM. Let g be the Lie algebra of a connected, simply connected,
semisimple algebraic group G o¨er an algebraically closed field k of character-
istic p ) 0. Let U be the en¨eloping algebra of g. Assume that
 .i p is a good prime for G;
 .  .ii G has no component of type A with r ' y1 mod p .r
 .Then the locus of non-Azumaya points of the center Z U is equal to the
 .singular locus of Z U . In particular, the irreducible representations of g of
maximal dimension are precisely those whose central characters are non-singu-
 .lar points of spec Z U .
4.11. The second conclusion of Theorem 4.10 was proved for g s
 . w xsl k by Panov 38, Corollary of Theorem 5 .n
 .Hypothesis ii of Theorem 4.10 cannot be omitted, as is demonstrated
 .   ..by the algebra sl k in characteristic 2 Example 3.4 ii . In fact, it seems2
reasonable to conjecture that the conclusion of Theorem 4.10 fails to hold
 .whenever g has some sl k as a summand.n p
 .4.12. Notwithstanding Examples 3.4 and the remark in 4.11 , there are
other non-abelian modular Lie algebras besides those listed in Theorem
4.10 for which the conclusion of the latter theorem holds. For example,
Premet has pointed out to us a similar analysis that applies to the Witt
 .algebra W 1 ; we thank him for permission to sketch the argument here.
Thus let
w x pg s W 1 [ Der k x r x , .  . .
where k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p ) 3. Then g is
iq1 .spanned by the elements e s x drdx for i s y1, . . . , p y 2, andi
j y i e if y1 F i q j F p y 2 . iq jw xe , e si j  0 otherwise.
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w x In 1941, Chang 8 described all the irreducible representations of g see
w x .48 for a short proof of Chang's result ; in particular, the maximum
 py1.r2  w x.dimension is p see 48, p. 601 .
 .   ..  p w p x < :As in 4.7 , set Z s Z U g and O s k x y x x g g , and for
l g g* let m denote the kernel of the corresponding character of O thatl
 p w p x.  . p .is, the character x such that x x y x s l x for x g g . Now set
<X [ m l g g* with l e / 0 or l e / 0 , .  . 4l py3 py2
an open subset of spec O with complement of codimension 2. By Chang's
 w x.work cf. 48 , the inverse image of X under the restriction map r :
 .spec Z ª spec O consists of Z-annihilators of irreducible U g -modules
 py1.r2 y1 .of dimension p , that is, r X is contained in the Azumaya locus
 .of U g .
The above observations allow us to give the following final application of
Theorem 3.8 and Proposition 3.1:
 .THEOREM. Let g be the Witt algebra W 1 o¨er an algebraically closed
field k of characteristic p ) 3, and let U be the en¨eloping algebra of g. Then
the irreducible representations of g of maximal dimension are precisely those
 .whose central characters are non-singular points of spec Z U .
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